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Hello and welcome to the fascinating world of Asia’s sustainable business. To promote sustainable economic growth and environmental stewardship, this book attempts to explore the critical junction between green finance and entrepreneurship.

The need for companies to implement environmentally friendly practices has become increasingly pressing in today’s quickly changing global environment. With the introduction of creative and sustainable business models, entrepreneurs have emerged as major change-makers, driven by their passion and vision. This book aims to shine attention on green entrepreneurship’s enormous potential as a driver of favourable environmental and social change.

This book shed light on how financial systems and institutions can effectively support the expansion of sustainable start-ups as we delve into the world of green finance practices in the book chapters. This book offers entrepreneurs the knowledge and resources they need to successfully negotiate the complex financial landscape and secure funding for their sustainable ventures by highlighting the importance of specialized financing options, funding mechanisms and investment strategies for green businesses.

This book is equipped with a thorough examination of the Asian business environment, with a focus on start-ups with a sustainable business model. This book also stresses the value of cooperation and information exchange among participants in the ecosystem of green entrepreneurship. The book chapters emphasize the need of building partnerships and gaining access to mentorship to promote growth, innovation and sustainability. This applies to incubators, accelerators, industry networks and organizations that focus on sustainability. This book also discusses the difficulties and barriers experienced by green business owners, offering solutions and doable plans of action. We examine the difficulties involved in starting a sustainable company and provide recommendations for long-term success, covering everything from risk management and securing funding to interacting with moral clients and developing a sustainable brand.

In the end, the mission is to motivate and enable business leaders, financiers, policymakers and academics to adopt green business and green finance practices as the cornerstones of Asia’s sustainable growth. The editors do not doubt that
the knowledge from this book can create a greener, more inclusive and affluent future for future generations if the world harnesses the force of entrepreneurship and matches financial systems with environmental objectives.

Let’s work together to create a future for our planet and our communities that is more robust and sustainable.
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